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Introduction
The Islamic Gift Economy (IGE) can be envisioned as an integrative economic system based on the
operative principles of cooperation (ta‘Āwun), mutual consent (‘an tarĀăin/murĀăĀtin) and partnership
(mushĀrakah), and these are in turn founded on the principal ethics of raĄmah (mercy), gratitude (shukr),
generosity
(karam/iĄsĀn),
moderation
(tawĀzun/‘iffah),
khilĀfah
(trusteeship)
and
amĀnah
(trustworthiness/responsibility). These operational and ethical principles are in turn grounded in the
foundational psycho-cosmological outlook which is expressed in the belief that (i) the natural and cultural3
resources of the world are abundant,4 while (ii) the material needs, wants and desires of human beings are limited and
should be limited.
The natural and cultural resources of the world seen as blessings and bounties (faăl) from the
Merciful Creator (ni‘am/ĀlĀ’ al-KhĀliq) are abundant and even unlimited in principle because wa in ta‘uddĈ
ni‘mataLlĀhi la tuĄsĈhĀ: “if you would count the bounty of AllĀh you cannot exhaust it.” 5 Viewed in the
light of belief (ąmĀn), these resources are gifts and favours (ĀlĀ’) from the realm of transcendence to which
the human ethico-cognitive response is gratitude (shukr), which in turn results in contentment (qanĀ‘ah).
Hence man will take according to his need but not his greed, for because of abundance there is no
anxiety over scarcity that feeds greed (ćamaĂ) and accumulation (takĀthur/jamĂ al-mĀl wa taĂdąduhu).6
Moreover, shukr itself becomes an existential state of being generative of abundance (ziyĀdah) both
material and spiritual, for la’in shakartum la’azidannakum = “verily, if you give thanks, I will indeed give
you more.”7 Thus by definition, Islamic economics is an economics of abundance, and never an economics of
scarcity.8
Seen however in the secular darkness of disbelief and ingratitude (kufr) these resources will be cut
off from their transcendent, spiritual source, and hence restricted to their limited, purely quantitative
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level of being, hence man will view these resources as limited and scarce, despite its actual abundance,
and they engage in mutual, unending competition over them out of anxiety over their perceived scarcity:
al-shayćĀnu yaĂidukum al-faqra wa ya’murukum bi al-faĄshĀ’i wa AllĀhu yaĂidukum maghfiratan minhu wa faălan
= “the devil promises you destitution and enjoins on you lewdness, but AllĀh promises you forgiveness
from Him with bounty.”9 Without belief, man will, out of anxiety, take these resources according to his
greed (ćamaĂ) without any sense of recognition of their true, transcendent source, which in turns results in
ingratitude (kufr al-niĂmah) and hence loss of contentment, leading to an existential state of perpetual
anxiety and endless yearning: wa la’in kafartum inna ĂazĀbą la shadąd = “but if you are thankless, then
indeed my punishment is dire.”10 It interesting to note in this respect that the Australian economist Clive
Hamilton has referred in his book to this state of perpetual anxiety and endless yearning that is never
satisfied as a disease called Affluenza: When Too Much is Never Enough.11 Although he was not at all
referring to the Islamic perspective on the situation, yet his thinking is of some significance since then
there will be much hope for what my friend Faizel Katkodia has referred to as a cross-cultural
“convergence on commonalities”12 in the quest toward finding common solutions to the common
problems of humankind.
Thus, Muslims, if they are sensitive to the Worldview of Islam,13 cannot go on agreeing explicitly
or implicitly with the standard secular definition of economics that more or less asserts that it is the study
of “the allocation of scarce, limited resources to fulfill the unlimited desires of man.” This is because this
and similar definitions of economics in the standard economics textbooks 14 used throughout the world
are based on two basic mistaken and largely unexamined, dogmatic assumptions, one cosmological and
the other psychological. The cosmological assumption, as implicit in the phrase “limited reources,” is that
nature is purely material without a transcendent source of being, renewal and regeneration, and so it
must be a closed system, hence finite and limited. The psychological assumption, as implicit in the phrase
“unlimited desires,” makes a claim about the nature of man, in that he is limited to his physical self
without deeper spiritual substance and higher transcendent aspirations, hence he lives only to realize his
immediate sensual, bodily desires and to create new desires, thus leading, from the Islamic point of view,
to his seduction into “rivalry in worldly increase” as the only goal of his purely temporal life: alhĀkum altakĀthur ĄattĀ zurtum al-maqĀbir (“rivalry in worldly increase distracts you until you visit your graves”).15
In contrast, Muslims believe that (i) both nature and culture and their resources have a
transcendent source of being, regeneration and renewal, and hence natural and cultural resources are not
limited in respect of that transcendent source of renewal and regeneration, but rather they are abundant:
wa ĀtĀkum min kulli mĀ sa’altumĈhu = “and He gives you of all that you ask of him;”16 and that (ii) man’s
self is both physical and spiritual in which the physical serves the spiritual. 17 Hence man voluntarily limits
his material desires through cultivating the self-discipline of zuhd (spiritual detachment and economic
downshifting) in order that he might better realize his higher and truer spiritual aspirations by which he
finds his true self. He pursues his material needs only in the context of higher, more encompassing non 9
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material goals and objectives and thereby attains to meaning and happiness.18 Thus man’s material needs
and wants are limited by virtue of his own self-realization of his higher, spiritual (i.e., intellectual, ethical
and moral) calling, which transcends the temporal, sensual life of the world: bal tu’thirĈna al-ĄayĀta aldunyĀ wa al-Ākhiratu khayrun wa abqĀ = “Indeed, you prefer the life of the world, but the Hereafter is
better and more lasting.”19
This foundational Islamic cosmo-psychological outlook has deep and far reaching implications
for how we should understand and engage both Islamic and Western economics. Muslims need to be
critically and creatively self-conscious about these two cosmo-psychological principles in order to
formulate an authentic, integrative Islamic economic system that is viable in the contemporary age; namely
one that is autonomous and can stand and prosper on its own principles while in constructive
engagement with the West, instead of one that is coopted, wittingly or unwittingly, into the mainstream,
neoliberal economic system, as is largely the case with what currently goes by the name of Islamic
Banking & Finance (IBF).20 This foundational consideration brings us to the notion of the Islamic Gift
Economy and the manner in which we should go about defining it and outlining its general conceptual
and operative parameters.
Defining the Islamic Gift Economy (IGE)
For our limited, reflective purpose here, the Islamic Gift Economy 21 (IGE) can be provisionally defined
as: the provisioning and sharing, by mutual giving and receiving, of natural and cultural abundance for realising
material and spiritual well-being.22 This definition takes into consideration that the world and humankind
are not only material or physical but more fundamentally they are also spiritual and have a higher,
spiritual or metaphysical significance. They serve a cognitive and moral purpose that transcends their
immediate physicality or sensuality; namely a purpose which is indicative of a higher, more encompassing
Reality (al-Čaqq) on which they depend and to which they respond.
This definition of the IGE will be operationalized in practice by a systematic, integrative revival of
the mechanisms of religious, social and commercial exchange as formally embodied in the traditional fiqh
of ibĀdat and mu‘Āmalah, such as zakĀt (obligatory charity), waqf (endowment), Ćadaqah (voluntary charity),
hibah (gift giving), farĀ’iă/irth (estate division), waĆiyyah (bequest), qară Ąasan (goodly personal loan),
‘ariyyah (lending something for use), ijĀrah (renting and hiring), ja‘alah (job wages), muăĀrabah (venture
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capital or financing a profit-sharing venture) and mushĀrakah/sharikah (business partnership).23 Here the
foundational notion of the ‘gift’ or rather gifting and giving (Ćadaqah, hadiyah, hibah and infĀq)24 is
significant, for a deep-reflection on the above-mentioned religious, social and commercial exchange
mechanisms will show that they have less to do with taking than with giving, and hence, ultimately more
about serving communal/public rather than individual/private interests. As a matter of fact, even the socalled individual ‘private interest’ that is served in strictly commercial exchange, is inseparably embedded
in the larger fabric of communal ‘public interest’, for it is a principal axiom of Islamic law that public,
communal interest has precedence over private, individual interest. The commercial is never in spite of
the communal.
To illustrate this point, let us look at the institution and mechanism of farĀ’iă/irth (the Islamic law
of inheritance and estate division) for example. Because of this law even the most greedy and
accumulative of people will be compelled at the end of his life to redistribute his accumulated wealth
amongst members of his extended family, such that at the end of the day he gives away, in a redistributive
manner, very much more than what he has actually consumed of his hard-earned wealth. Another case in
point is the august institution of zakĀt, which ensures that the urgent, material needs of the most
vulnerable members of the community are immediately taken care off through a system of obligatory
giving by its relatively more well-off members.25
Even in the various formal systems of commercial exchange, such as the business partnership
(mushĀrakah/sharikah) and the venture capital (maăĀrabah/qirĀă), the basic, underlying governing vision is
the mutual giving, of capital by the investor, on the one hand, and of skill, by the entrepreneur, on the
other hand, to a common business enterprise, and the mutual sharing of the risks that go together with the
benefits inherent in that common enterprise. This governing vision of mutuality, participativeness and
partnership, or common interest instead of self-interest, can be contrasted to the generally one-sided affair in
conventional banking (including so-called ‘Islamic’ banking) in which capital is merely rented out by one
party, say the bank, to another, the businessman/entrepreneur, through various elaborate mark-up
instruments, thus ensuring guaranteed returns to the bank without at all obliging it in anyway to
participate in the risks inherent in the enterprise, risks which are to be borne exclusively by the
businessman/entrepreneur.
Even informal, social giving or general voluntary charity and alms giving (Ćadaqah) has been
institutionalised in Islam into a system called waqf (charitable endowment). Through the formal, legal
system of waqf, a normally one-off gift is transformed a particular kind of charitable capital that
indefinitely generates either revenue or usufruct or both which perpetuates for its specified beneficiaries
the benefits of that initial act of giving. Thus waqf is also called Ćadaqah jĀriyah26 = ‘perpetual charity’, an
“ongoing” charity that is always current, whose benefit always flows out to the beneficiaries as long as the
original charitable corpus stands or is preserved and maintained. In the waqf (literally, to retain, to
restrain, to reserve) system, private wealth is voluntarily retained and dedicated for the perpetual, free
provision of public goods and services in order to serve the larger, public interest of the community, in
the hope of generating perpetual spiritual reward to the wĀqif or endower, who takes to heart the
Qur’Ānic admonishments: lĀ tanĀlĈ al-birra ĄattĀ tunfiqĈ mimmĀ tuĄibbĈna = “you will not attain to piety
until you spend of that which you love,”27 and yĀ ayyuhĀ alladhąna ĀmanĈ anfiqĈ mimmĀ razaqnĀkum = “O
believers, give of what We have provided for you...”28
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In contrast, neoliberal privatization is a system in which public wealth is retained (or enclosed,
hence the so-called “enclosure of the commons”) and dedicated for the provision of private profit in
which the larger communal interest is only of an ad hoc, marginal and incidental consideration, despite
sweet-sounding political rhetorics and elaborate economic jargon to the contrary.29 In the case of waqf we
have the “pouring-out” economy, whereas in the case of privatization we have the “trickle-down” (i.e.,
cream for the rich, crumbs, if any, for the poor) economy. On the one hand we have the Islamic Gift
Economy (IGE), and on the other hand we have the Neoliberal Scoop Economy (NSE). Since as Muslims
(or as decent human beings) we can’t have both, we better then think carefully which of the two systems
we want to adopt, develop and implement, at the communal, national, regional and global levels of
exchange.
It is in the nature of giving, gifting and the gift that ultimately nothing is actually given away
never to return to the giver. As a matter of fact, the giver, instead of being impoverished, stands to
benefit as much as if not more than the receiver, in both material and spiritual terms, for, indeed, if
everyone gives then every one receives, and none is left out, and everyone is embedded and is
participative in the material and cultural life of the community: wa mĀ tunfiqĈ min khayrin yuwaffa ilaykum
wa antum lĀ tuĉlamĈn = “and whatsoever good thing you spend, it will be repaid to you in full, and you
will not be wronged.”30 The basic idea here is that wealth must always be circulating amongst people and
not be systemically siphoned off from the community into the hands of the rich to be accumulated for selfserving interest, “so that it won’t circulate among the wealthy in your midst.” 31
The universal ethical principle of reciprocity (tabĀdul, ta‘Āwun, tarĀăin, murĀăĀh, mushĀrakah, jazĀ’
al-iĄsĀn bi al-iĄsĀn) underlies the gift culture of traditional Islamic societies, including traditional, nonwesternized cultures in general.32 This principle of reciprocal giving and receiving is enshrined in the
Qur’Ānic verse: hal jazĀ’ al-iĄsĀn illĀ al-iĄsĀn = “is the recompense of goodness aught save goodness?”33 In
a community in which everyone gives, everyone receives also, and most times, everyone receives in return
much more than what he or she has given out in the first place, hence none is left out, none is
marginalized or alienated or ostracized, but everyone belongs as a way of truly humane living well
expressed in the South African traditional sociocultural concept of ubuntu. As Justice Mahomed Jaybhay
explains it:
In South Africa the culture of ubuntu is the capacity to express
compassion, justice, reciprocity, dignity, harmony and humanity in the
interests of building, maintaining and strengthening the community.
Ubuntu speaks of our inter-connectedness, our common humanity and
the responsibility to each that flows from our connection....Ubuntu
means that people are people through other people....It not only
describes human being as “being-with-others,” but also prescribes how
we should relate to others, i.e. what “being-with-others” should be all
about.34
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The Nature of the Gift
Before we go on, it is good for the enhancement of our critical understanding of the meaning and
practice of mutual giving and receiving if we go further into analyzing the nature of the gift, both
conceptually and culturally. I think it is best that we do this by looking at the various forms of giving, or
rather, “gifting,” in the traditional communities which many of us still live in, or identify with, or have
learnt about. Maybe I can start by giving my own experience of traditional gifting in Malaysia, my home
country (as encapsulated in the term gotong royong = “mutual helping”).35 We may also be acquainted with
some of the inspiring examples of the giving and gifting culture in South Africa where I visited twice
recently on the generous invitation of its non-governmental (or rather, civic societal) National Awqaf
Foundation (AWQAF SA)36 to talk and exchange views and experiences on this very topic of giving in its
various forms, tangible and intangible, especially in the form of waqf.
Now, the significance of waqf for the tiny yet relatively affluent South African Muslim minority
(roughly 1.8—2% of population of almost 50 million), is that its beneficiaries need not be restricted to
Muslims but can also include non-Muslims, especially the still economically marginalized majority black
African population. Hence waqf is one of the most effective ways by which affluent South African Muslims
can give back to the land on which they found their home and prosperity and thereby embed themselves
firmly into the larger South African cultural landscape as indigenous sons and daughters of the soil.
We can also invoke some of the many, high quality formal academic, specifically anthropological,
studies that have been undertaken on the culture of gifting in both historical and contemporary times, in
both Muslim37 and non-Muslim societies.38 We can even invoke some clear-cut instances of the gift
economy so evident in aspects of American frontier life by which the “West was Won” by pioneer families
and communities. As a matter of fact, I am particularly fond of the classic children book (actually, it is for
all ages) Little House on the Prairie by Laura Ingalls Wilder,39 as a rather good, inspiring resource in regard
thereof.
The Gift & the Problem with Islamic Banking & Finance
Contemporary discourse on Islamic economics is too narrowly focussed on issues related to Islamic
banking and finance (IBF), whereas Islamic Economics, by definition, involves also domains of exchange
other than the purely financial or commercial or market-driven. As a matter of fact, it can be shown from
Islamic economic history and the formal fiqh of mu‘Āmalah that by far the major domain of exchange in an
Islamic economy is the voluntary, devotional and communal one, involving the operative mechanisms of
zakĀt, ĆadĀqah, waqf, hibah, qară Ąasan, hadiyah, farĀ’iă/mirĀth, waĆiyyah, including non-monetary lending and
borrowing of tools and facilities, and reciprocal non-financial exchange of skills, services and expertise,
and even goods. I think that it can be argued quite empirically that these non-market exchange
mechanisms were in fact just as, if not more, efficient in the just, equitable and timely allocation of natural
and cultural resources to those who needed them most.
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One fundamental problem with current IBF, as pointed out by Meera, Larbani, Cook and many
others, is its adherence to the Fractional Reserve Banking (FRB) model also adhered to by conventional,
usurious banks by which deficit-based money is created as credit as a multiple of the capital base in
accordance with the capital requirements set out by the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) in the
1988 Basel Accord.40 So we have a situation in which an Islamic bank may be fully compliant on paper in
its contractual form with the basic principle of loss and profit sharing in its business relations with
customers, but the fact remains at bottom that the bank is funding its investment through fiat money it
creates out of nothing thanks to the usurious FRB principle. According to Cook, “this reality is at best not
made clear by Islamic banks and is at best deliberately obscured,” and thus he concludes that “Islamic
banking as currently practised is an Islamic veneer on an un-Islamic reality.”41 As Meera and Larbani
elaborates:
Fractional reserve banking (FRB) is the basis of the present day
monetary systems. In most countries, Islamic Banking and Finance too
operates under this principle....FRB has effects on the ownership
structure of assets in the economy, and that this effect violates the Islamic
principles of ownership....money creation through FRB is creation of
purchasing power out of nothing which brings about unjust ownership
transfers of assets in the economy, to the bank effectively, paid for by the
whole economy through inflation. This transfer of ownership is not
based on human effort by taking on legitimate risks and neither with the
knowledge nor the consent of the initial owners. These violate the
ownership principles in Islam and tantamount to theft. It also has the
elements of riba. On the same basis, Islamic governments should not
create fiat money since this is equivalent to taking assets of the people,
rich and poor alike, forcefully without compensation. It is, therefore,
important that Shariah scholars come up with a fatwa on both the fiat
money and the fractional reserve banking system. Such a fatwa is urgent
and pertinent before Islamic banking and finance, that operate under
these systems, takes a course that may prove to be difficult to reverse
later. The Islamic economic and finance system cannot be founded upon
a money system that is fundamentally equivalent to theft and riba.42
In short, fractional reserve banking allows the very few to consume the wealth of the great majority
wrongly and unjustly; wa lĀ ta’kulĈ amwĀlakum baynakum bi al-bĀćil = “and do not consume your wealth
amongst yourselves in vanity....”43
Another problem in the current obsession with IBF is what has been called the murĀbaĄah (rentseeking) syndrome,44 which is the emphasis on loan- or debt-financing (even though this may be “assetbacked”)45 by means of elaborate mark-up instruments to ensure lucrative, risk-free profit on the part of
40
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the financing institution regardless of the economic situation of the borrower or the financial
performance of the borrowing enterprise. This predilection for loan-/debt-financing results in the
systemic marginalization of venture capital financing (qirĀă/muăĀrabah) and financing by means of the
business partnership (shirkah, mushĀrakah) in which the financing institution or investor provides (i.e.,
gives instead of lends) capital and participates in the conduct and outcome of the enterprise, which is thus
seen and treated as a truly common enterprise.
To my limited knowledge (especially since I have taken a serious interest in economic issues only
last year), there is only one Islamic banking group in the whole world that is exclusively devoted to
equity-financing and venture capital financing,46 while the rest is mainly devoted to conventional
murĀbaĄah, rent-seeking instruments, with venture capital (qirĀă), business partnership (sharikah), and the
goodly loan (qară Ąasan) thrown in only as an afterthought to justify the label “Islamic.” Even when it
comes to equity or venture capital financing, as in the case of that particular bank or rather venture
capital investment company, the question arises as to whether the investment portfolio is spread out more
or less evenly over both up-scale projects yielding high returns and medium- to small-scale ones yielding
relatively low returns, or concentrated on the up-scale ones. If the latter then it is no better in essence
than conventional western venture capital firms whose motivation is mainly very high profit margins over
the short and medium terms, with little or no concern for contributing to, and participating in, the larger
communal well-being in which a particular enterprise is located.
In contrast, Islamic venture capital would be one whose investment portfolio is more or less
evenly spread out over both market-driven and community-driven productive investment projects. In this
way equitable allocation and reallocation of productive wealth are built into the general business culture
in which the focus is not on financial growth per se but, much more importantly, on communal wellbeing
and cohesion. Such a way of doing business will still make money and generate moderate profit and even
moderate growth over time up to a certain size beyond which a part of the company could break off and
become a separate, automonous entity, thus preempting over-accumulation and over-concentration of
capital and wealth in the hands a few individuals or organizations.
The ideal company or corporate organizational structure would then be a management- cum
employee-owned enterprise instead of the present conventional structure in which ownership is largely
vested in far-away absentee investors or shareholders (financially headquartered and coordinated for the
most part at Wall Street) who don’t really care a damn about the enterprise except as a disembodied,
money-making machine. So while the Islamic Gift Economy (IGE) willingly participates in the well-being of
the community, the Wall Street Scoop Economy (WSSE) deliberately free-rides parasitically on communal
wealth and sucks it dry (which explains the recent system-wide financial and economic melt-down in the
United States).47
Rethinking Money, Finance & Economics
Of course, if we think along these radical (i.e., values-based-going-to-the-root-of-the-problem) lines, then
we obviously have to rethink the concepts of ‘bank’ and ‘banking’, including the mutually related
concepts of ‘money’, ‘cost’, ‘benefit’, and ‘profit’; the concepts of the ‘firm’ and the ‘corporation’,
employer-employee and management-owner relationships; the organization of labor and commerce, and
ultimately the concepts of ‘economics’, ‘growth’, ‘wealth’ and ‘development’; including the largely
unexamined concept of the GDP/GNP (Gross Domestic Product/Gross National Product) as a measure of
well-being which has been so hegemonic over our economic thinking for the past five decades or so.48
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It is beyond the scope of this general revisioning to go into these rethinkings in any detail. I
myself have started researching these rethinkings only recently and am still in the process of critically
synthesizing them into a coherent, viable whole that can at once engages conventional economics leading
to a positive counter-economics and yet be grounded in our worldview, tradition and history. But if we have
more intellectuals, researchers and ulamas joining hands and minds in doing systemic rethinking of these
foundational mu‘Āmalah issues, then eventually something positive will bear fruit, intellectually and
operationally, in the very near future, in shĀ AllĀh. By way of example, I believe everyone should seriously
consider Chris Cook’s very sound and practical ideas on “21 st Century Islamic Finance,” based on various
forms of “debt-free asset-based finance” and “mutual interest-free deficit-finance or credit” that are
“entirely consistent with the values underpinning Islam.”49
It should also be pertinent to say here that this manner of systemic rethinking has been taking
place for some time amongst the more conscientious economic and social thinkers and intellectuals of the
West, such as Karl Polanyi,50 E. F. Schumacher,51 Kenneth Boulding,52 Bill McKibben,53 Herman Daly,54
Howard Zinn,55 Noam Chomsky56 and Hazel Henderson,57 including Mark Anielski (with his interesting
book, Economics of Happiness),58 many of whose proposed solutions are in harmony, at least in spirit, with
the Islamic imperatives of giving, gifting, sharing, temperance, moderation, justice, mutuality and
gratitude, as these were realized in the long history of our traditional, community-centered socioeconomic institutions.
Muslim economists, including intellectuals, policy makers, fuqahĀ’ and ulamas in general, should
make it an aspect of their communal obligation (fară kifĀyah) to take a deep, critical interest in these
constructive trends toward an alternative or counter-economics, and contribute a proactive, systemic and
creative Islamic viewpoint to the global post-economic discourse. One important aspect of this communal
intellectual obligation would be for ulamas, researchers and intellectuals to work together to rearticulate
traditional Islamic economic ethics59 in contemporary terms, and then to systemically work out the
implications of this ethics for what is actually happening on the ground now in the modern economy.
Thus the IGE outlined here can be the basis of a comprehensive, long term Islamic Economics Research
Program (IERP) leading to the eventual reclaiming and reviving of our civilizational heritage in the
economic domain of life. Our tradition is the beacon of the present toward the future.
And so, in tandem with the growing worldwide trend away from the Scoop toward the Gift
economy, leading eventually to a future of global conviviality,60 Muslims today should remind themselves
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(through the works of Professor Murat Cizakca for instance)61 that they do have a 1,000-year civilizational
track record in developing a successful and prosperous global gift economy, and that they should start
revisiting, reviving and reliving that track record,62 both for their own well-being and for the well-being of
humanity at large, and both for today and for the future: wa jaĂalnĀkum shuĂĈban wa qabĀāila li yataĂĀrafĈ =
“and We have made you nations and tribes that you may be acquainted with one another.” 63
wa man yashkur
fa innamĀ yashkuru li nafsihi
and whosoever gives thanks,
he gives thanks for the good of his soul.64
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